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Abstract - India as a technology market place is hugely 
failing to offer at least one world class product or process 
getting reckoned in the global setting. India as a country offers 
value proposition to developed countries and to domestic 
market in the realm of IT services and also some in the IT 
product space. Countries are demonstrating more and more 
nationalist aspirations and are trying to maximize market 
share to optimize their fortunes. Therefore, the business 
enterprises are expected to create cost and quality arbitrage 
in the marketplace to survive and thrive in the competitive 
business setting. This paper therefore investigates the overall 
rank of India with respect to leading 10 developed countries in 
the realm of IT Enterprises enlisting various factors like 
political and business environment, infrastructure, skills etc. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
It is a known fact that for so many years Indian state 
and its people are denied with a matter of pride of 
offering a world class product or process and the 
longing for at least one is getting prolonged. This is the 
underlying emotion which provoked us to think aloud 
and zeroed in on Information Technology market place 
to find the reasons for years of failure. The inability to 
create build one world class product is obviously not 
because of lack of deep pockets. 
This paper undertakes to find the inexcusable reasons 
for the continued failure and suggests ways and means 
of Indian IT majors to evolve as world leaders in the 
time to come. 
We started with exhaustive survey of literature to find 
the cultural / historic / social / financial / educational 
/ technological reasons for the stated non-performance 
of even the cash rich Indian behemoths. 
In this paper, the overall ranking of India is compared 
to 10 leading IT giants of the world, so as to understand 
the factors required to replicate the same in the Indian 
setting and evolve the Indian IT enterprises as total 
solution providers. 

As per The Global Information Technology Report by 
“The world economic forum and INSEAD”[1], the 
success of IT enterprises in a country are based on the 
10 pillars : 
Political and Regulatory Environment, Business and 
Innovation Environment, Infrastructure, Affordability, 
Skills, Individual Usage, Business Usage, Government 
Usage, Economic Impacts, Social Impacts[1]. 
These factors are used to formulate tables and 
determine the overall rank of India with respect to 
other leading countries involved in IT business.  

 

2. Analysis of Leading Countries in IT Business  
 
Tables / Matrix were formulated based on the various 
aspects of the above factors which show the ranking of 10 
leading countries of the world out of total 139 countries on 
various factors listed above and the overall rank of India was 
compared with them in various factors[1]. 

2.1 Political and Regulatory Environment 
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From Graph 1, it is observed that India is ranking 68 in terms 
of various factors of Political and Regulatory Environment. 

2.2 Business and Innovation Environment 

 

  

From Graph 2, it is observed that India is ranking 85 in terms 
of various factors of Business and Innovation Environment. 

 

 

 

2.3 Infrastructure 

 

 

From Graph 3, it is observed that India is ranking 108 in 
terms of various factors of Infrastructure. 

2.4 Affordability 
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From Graph 4, it is observed that India is ranking 14 in terms 
of various factors of Affordabality. 

2.5 Skills 

 

 

From Graph 5, it is observed that India is ranking 76 in terms 
of various factors of Skills. 

 

2.6 Individual Usage 

 

 

From Graph 6, it is observed that India is ranking 114 in 
terms of various factors of Individual Usage. 

2.7 Business Usage 
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From Graph 1, it is observed that India is ranking 75 in terms 
of various factors of Business Usage. 

2.8 Government Usage 

 

 

From Graph 8, it is observed that India is ranking 65 in terms 
of various factors of Government Usage. 

2.9 Economic Impacts 

 

From Graph 9, it is observed that India is ranking 71 in terms 
of various factors of Economic Impacts. 

2.10 Social Impacts 
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From Graph 10, it is observed that India is ranking 70 in 
terms of various factors of Social Impacts. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 From the analysis above we can conclude that the main 

factors that can contribute towards the growth of IT 

enterprises are: 

The lacunas in the Indian Higher / Professional education 
market place and figuring out the possibility of fundamental 
and radical restructuring of the business of engaging learner 
who is going to be an important player of supply chain of 
human capital for knowledge economy. 
 
Another factor that can contribute towards the growth of IT 
enterprises is the organizational culture and dynamics of 
Indian IT services and product companies and its limitation / 
vulnerability in its business model. The Indian IT enterprises 
seem to be more than happy to earn profits for its 
stakeholders and majority of them don’t show the culture of 
Risk taking in research for new breakthrough products and 
processes like their counterparts in other leading IT 
destinations of the world. This culture of risk taking and 
investing massively in research and development will 
change the evolutionary dynamics of the Indian IT 
enterprises. 
 
Finally, we conclude by saying that one of the most 
important factors is to understand Indian public policies and 
its archaistic rules and regulation which prevents Indian 
enterprises in unleashing its complete potentials getting 
embodied in its vision statements. 
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